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Blood Lines: Blood Kiss
Fallen Angels Reviews: Five angels and a Recommended Read!!! "Readers will be drawn in
and enthralled by the incredible mix of sensuality and darkness that fills the pages and makes
your heart skip a beat. Mechele Armstrong has created a fantastic story that is hot, sultry, and fun
to read. I am looking forward to reading any of her future stories."--Tammy, FAR
http://www.fallenangelreviews.com/October2005/Tammy-BloodKiss.htm

Blood Lines 2: Conduit
Came in 2nd in the paranormal/time travel category in the 2006 Passionate Plume.
5 Angels and a Recommended Read from Fallen Angel Reviews Conduit is the second book in
the Bloodline’s series and not to be missed! This story kept me enthralled until the last word with
the vivid imagery, passionate sexual encounters, and the fantastic characters. I know how some
series are disappointments since the following stories never live up to the first, but let me assure
you that this is not one of them. This story is as strong and powerful as the first and I am highly
anticipating the third book of this series. I have to say that Mechele Armstrong’s writing is only
getting better and she is one author I cannot read enough of.—Tammy
http://www.fallenangelreviews.com/2006/May/Tammy-Bloodlines2Conduit.htm
3 Stars from Romantic Times Magazine: Copper and Bastian are strong characters who come
across well in this story. The secondary characters are also engrossing and well developed.-Cindy Himler

Blood Lines 3: Crimson’s Rose

Enchanted Ramblings—5.5 magical wands I'm aware that I'm going to start sounding like a
rabid fan-chick, but man! can Ms. Armstrong write. Hot characters, fast storyline, and a
wonderful central romance all combine to make this a great story. Tee Bee
http://www.enchantedramblings.net/reviews/review0240.html
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Dinah’s Dark Desire

5 Lips from Two lips Reviews: Dinah’s Dark Desire is just about as hot as a hungering reader
could ask for. Mechele Armstrong practically turns the reader inside out from the first sentence,
and leaves her begging for more. Do NOT miss out on this one, which has appeal for almost all
readers. The characterization is deep, the plot line is intriguing, and the sensuality is volcanic.
Run out and get this one-immediately! It’s a rereader for certain. –Frost
http://www.twolipsreviews.com/content/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=205&It
emid=36

Dinah’s Dark Desire inspired me to read any work by Mechele Armstrong I could find. She
has a talent for writing powerful emotions and wonderful characters. --Tara Renee
http://www.twolipsreviews.com/content/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=976&It
emid=36
Joyfully Recommended! Ms. Armstrong has given us more than just a ménage story, although
the sex is very, very hot; she has given us a satisfying and fulfilling story about three people who
are good friends and how they came together as lovers. Dinah’s Dark Desire is a story I highly
recommend for anyone who loves a good romance.—Jo
http://www.joyfullyreviewed.com/reviews/dinahsdarkdesire.html

The Collector 1: Magical Chances
5 Angels and a Recommended Read! The Collector 1: Magical Chances is a fabulous story that
will have you believing in the power of magic. Chloe and Drake are both great characters with
enough magic between them that it lights up the pages. Author Mechele Armstrong has done a
marvelous job in bringing this story to life and giving the readers a chance to feel the emotions
flowing through the characters. Magical Chances is the first book of The Collector series and I
have to say that it’s off to a great start and I cannot wait to read the second book The Collector 2:
Grave Heart to see just what the collector has in store. This book is defiantly a Recommended
Read in my book. http://www.fallenangelreviews.com/2006/November/TammyTheCollector1_MagicalChances.htm
4 stars from Romantic Times Magazine Armstrong puts together an impressive bunch of
characters. There's a magician who really does magic, a kick-butt heroine with a heart of gold
and a mysterious collector who sets events into play in this hot, suspenseful novel. Faith V.
Smith

Dinah’s Christmas Desire
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4.5 ribbons: Readers of DINAH’S DARK DESIRE will love getting this chance to revisit Ian,
Taylor and Dinah with this interlude of a story. The passion between this threesome is just as hot
now as it was in the first book. In only fifteen pages, Mechele Armstrong gives us a fun fast
paced interlude with beloved characters that gives us hope for their future. --Chrissy Dionne
http://208.109.92.234/artman/publish/article_7543.shtml

Solstice Spell

5 Lips Solstice Spell is an endearing romantic paranormal tale with an intriguing new twist. It
combines elements of magic and shape-shifting with fascinating characters. Rupert and Gillian
are endearing and the reader will hope for their very best happily-ever-after. Rupert shows
excellent signs of emotional maturity following the wildness of his youth, which resulted in his
curse. Mechele Armstrong pens another winner in Solstice Spell. Frost
http://www.twolipsreviews.com/content/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=984&It
emid=36>%20&task=view&id=984&Itemid=36

Blood Lines Prequel: Currents
5 stars from JERR: Currents is the prequel to the Bloodlines series. In it we learn how Henri
Baptiste entwined with the rare treasure that is Nathan. When I read the first excerpt from this
book, I had to blow down the front of my shirt and fan myself. Despite its being a male/male
romance that excerpt, detailing the events of Henri and Nathan’s first sight of each other,
affected me as the hottest few paragraphs I’d ever seen. So I probably would have read this story
even if it wasn’t the prequel to one of my favorite series. The book didn’t disappoint. It can be
read as a stand alone despite its important place in the otherwise heterosexual Bloodlines saga. Karen Haas

Blood Lines 4: Night’s Journey

"edge of your seat read" Mechele Armstrong has written one of the best vampire story lines I
have read, "Ever". I love the way she writes the vampires in these stories as strong and
passionate beings. And Theo, well he is pure "Heat", and I loved the way she made him human
but having his own powers over Anna. I loved the fast paced chase and intrigue of this story. It
keeps you on the edge of your seat wondering if they will be able to stop him in time, and if their
feelings and love will be strong enough to last. I look forward to this author's next book, and
can't wait until it comes out. Reviewed by Nicole Harvey
http://www.paranormalromance.org/reviews/review.php?id=25515

4 stars from Romantic Times Magazine: This interesting addition to Armstrong's Blood Lines
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series features a number of familiar faces. Anna Grace is a fascinating heroine, and Theo is a
nice match for her. The villain is quite evil, yet it's his cohort that steals the show. There's plenty
of sex on all fronts, including same-gender sex --Susan Mobley
http://www.romantictimes.com/books_review.php?book=33251

Settler’s Mine 1: The Rivals
THE RIVALS is a fantastic example of what can come about when an author is skilled at
blending action, adventure, danger and erotic romance in a world of sci-fi. This book
demonstrates perfectly why series are great things, you get to know a lot more about the
characters and the world they live in and there’s no end-of-book disappointment that it’s all over.
Way to go Mechele! Stop by Loose Id and get your copy of THE RIVALS today.
--Lori Ann
http://www.rrterotic.com/2007%20Reviews/Single%20Title/Science%20Fiction%20Romance%
20Reviews/the_rivals_9-6-07.htm
4 Stars from RT: Two bounty hunters after the same woman are the catalyst for a rollicking
planetary adventure. Vibrant characters, witty dialogue and dangerous situations will have you
laughing one minute and biting your nails the next. The passion between the characters provides
some very steamy sex scenes, including M/M, M/F/M, oral, anal and double penetration.
Armstrong's tale succeeds as an entertaining start to a new series. --Gail Pruszkowski

Settler’s Mine 2: The Lovers
Finalist in the 3rd Annual Passionate Plume in the sci-fi/fantasy/futuristic category.

4 Lips and 2 Peppers from Two Lips Reviews The Lovers is a fun and steamy sci-fi ménage
romance. Zelda and Bren are both alphas in their own ways with steely strength that disguises
their vulnerabilities. It is fascinating to watch the how control flows back and forth between all
three during their moments of passion and when these three finally come together they will
scorch you with their heat and leave you sweating at the end of each encounter. I found myself
by turns frustrated, anxious and flushed from passion by the intrigue and love shared between
Amory, Zelda and Bren. Get yourself The Lovers when you go shopping, you will find this
wonderful universe and the characters irresistible! Note: While The Lovers is the second book
of the Settler’s Mine, series it can be read as a stand alone novel. However, reading both The
Rivals then The Lovers is a lot more fun! –Bella
http://www.twolipsreviews.com/content/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=2707&
Itemid=36

Veterans: Nothing to Lose
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Finalist in the 3rd annual Passionate Plume in the contemporary category.
5 Stars from JERR Nothing to Lose by Mechele Armstrong is a brilliantly written story of love,
loss, and the power of forgiveness. Mechele Armstrong is a gifted storyteller who captures the
reader’s attention from the first paragraph and continues all the way through. This is a fast read
but it flows easily from one scene to the next without any awkward moments. Richard Rollins
has shut himself off from his feelings and the world, but his new neighbors Bryan and Nikki
Gauld, can see there is more to him then meets the eye. When they set their sights on seducing
him, their antics are both good natured and well meaning, even if they are pre-planned. As they
slowly bring him out of his shell and back to life, Richard discovers that he is not the only one
who has lost someone he loves. The sexual chemistry is off the charts, although some may find
objectionable, there are some M/M scenes, as well as M/F/M. This is a heartwarming story that
combines steamy sex, an in depth storyline, with a true happily ever after ending.--Stefani
Clayton

The Sixth Curse of Spring
4 Stars from Romantic Times Magazine Armstrong mixes reality and magic to weave a short yet
sexy and entertaining story. Despite the low word count she fleshes out her characters and
develop a convincing romance. She writes believable dialogue and provides enough background
information to please readers. The ending is expected but still satisfying and well done.==Gail
Pruszkowski,

Settler’s Mine 3: The woman

4.5 ribbons from Romance Junkies. Natasha said, "Mechele Armstrong wrote this intricate
relationship in such a way as to be realistic and compelling. Add in a deceitful stepbrother as a
villain hell bent on Kiann’s destruction and readers will utterly enjoy this novel."
http://romancejunkiesreviews.com/artman/publish/paranormal/SM3TheWoman_MA.shtml

